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WORD-FINAL BRANCHING ONSETS: EVIDENCE FROM OLD CZECH
 
 

 

(1)  outline 

 a. aim:  

To explore branching onsets in Old Czech (OCz) and analyze their diachronic 

development in Modern Czech (MCz)  

 b. questions: 

 Which clusters should be granted this status on which grounds? 

 Among those clusters that qualify, which ones do actually occur in the written 

record? 

 Which of non-existing clusters are systematic gaps? 

 c. proposal: 

We argue that these questions can be answered by looking at the right edge of words 

rather than their beginning as is a common practice. 

 

1. #CC in OCz: branching onsets or sequences of two independent onsets?   

 

(2)  #CC are typically restricted to TR (T = obstruent, R = sonorant), so the raising sonority 

profile is stated to be a well-formedness condition on branching onsets (BrO).        

 

(3)  If a language displays only a subset of all possible #TR, it is explained either as a 

systematic or an accidental gap.  

 English: *#kn/*#km = a systematic gap (Harris 1994) 

 German: *#km = an accidental gap (Wiese 1996)   

  German English  

#kr [kr]aus, [kr]ieg [kr]eam, [kr]y ‘curly, battle’ 

#kl [kl]ein, [kl]ar  [kl]ass, [kl]aim  ‘small, clear’ 

#kn [kn]opf, [kn]all --- ‘button, crack’ 

#km --- ---  
 

 

(4)  OCz (and other Slavic languages): #CC can be of any sonority profile        

  OCz Polish Russian  

#TR [kɲ]iha [kn]ur [kɲ]íga ‘book, boar, book’ 

#RT [rv]át [rv]ać [rv]áť ‘to tear’ 

#TT [kt]erý [kt]óry [kt]o ‘which, which, who’ 

#RR [mn]oho [mn]ożyć [mn]ogo ‘a lot, to multiply, a lot’ 
 

 

(5)   Slavic #TT/#RR (sonority plateaus) and #RT (sonority descents) are traditionally 

analyzed in terms of extrasyllabicity (e.g. Rubach 1997) 

 This means that initial Cs are skipped by syllabification, so the well-formedness 

constraint on BrO, i.e. the rising sonority, isn’t violated. 
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(6)  Strict CV analysis (Scheer 2007): #RT/#TT/#RR are sequences of independent onsets   

 a. #CC = branching onset b. #CC = onset-onset   

            Gov        

 C V C V    C V C V          

                     

 C < C V    C  C V          

     Lic                
 

  

 

(7)  Conclusion 

 Since OCz initial clusters can have any sonority profile, it is hard to say which #TR 

qualify as well-formed BrO and which are just O-O sequences. 

 This is why we argue that not word-initial, but word-final TR provide reliable 

diagnostic for the restrictions on BrO well-formedness in OCz.         

 

2.  Moving to the right edge: trapped R  

 

(8)  OCz: CC# can be of any sonority profile        

 RT# če[rt] ‘devil’    

TT# konfe[kt] ‘titbit’   

RR# še[rm] ‘fray’   

TR# bra[tr] ‘brother’    
 

 

(9)  TR# vs. RR#: R in TR# tend to be damaged (as opposed to R in RR#)    

 a. they often appear dropped in OCz texts (Gebauer 1894:353,367) 

  e.g. Gpl bydl ‘livelihood’ appears as byd  

 b. all appear modified in MCz (as opposed to R in RR# which could be maintained)         

   TR# RR#  

  palatalization ve[pr] > ve[př]   ‘hog’ 

  epenthetic vowel ká[zɲ] > ká[zeɲ] če[rɲ] ‘discipline, blackness’ 

  vocalization se[dm] > se[dm̩] ji[lm] ‘seven, elm’ 

 

  

(10)   Neither of OCz TR# survived to MCz which indicates that they had uniform syllabic 

structure. 

 TR# contrast with RR# that are O-O sequences (6b) → TR# must be BrO (6a) 

where R is trapped (Scheer 2009) 

 

(11)  #TR = BrO with a trapped R   

C V C V                 

                     

T < R                   

    Lic                 
 

 

(12)   Another argument for the claim that TR# are BrO comes from typology. 

 one-way implication: TR# → RT#/TT#/RR#  

  English or MCz show only RT#/TT#/RR# (R in TR# is always syllabic). 

  Polish or OCz show also TR# (R in TR# is never syllabic). 
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  No language is TR#-only.  

  TR# and RT#/TT#/RR# must be of a different syllabic status, otherwise the absence 

of TR# in MCz or English cannot be explained. 

 

(13)  Conclusion 

To reveal well-formedness conditions on BrO, we will explore TR-final words recorded 

in dictionaries of OCz and in the corpus of OCz texts.   

 

4. Trapped vs. syllabic R 

 

(14)  MCz also features TR#, but R is not trapped, but always syllabic.   

 

(15)  Syllabic R pattern with V and contrast with trapped R (Scheer 2009):   

  trapped R syllabic R vowel 

count in poetry    

can bear stress    

can be followed by more than one C    

are transparent to voicing    
 

 

(16)  OCz (vietr)σ = trapped tr# vs. MCz (ví)σ(tr)σ = syllabic tr#  

 a. Alexandreida (mid 14
th 

century, octosyllabic verse) 

vietr(σ) protivný(σσσ) vše(σ) rozvěje(σσσ)  | lap(σ) sě(σ)    který(σσ) skutek(σσ) děje(σσ) 

headwind                 all     winnows    | now   REFL which   act           happens   

 b. K. J. Erben: Svatební košile (mid 19
th

 century, octosyllabic verse) 

vítr(σσ) burácí(σσσ), pustá(σσ)  noc(σ)  | počkej(σσ) jen(σ) do(σ) dne(σ) – není(σσ) moc(σσ) 

wind   blusters      deserted  night   | wait        just    till    day       isn’t      much 

 

(17)  Syllabic R are thus consonants functioning as vowels, which can be derived from their 

branching representation (e.g. Rovicka 1999; Scheer 2009): 

 C V            

             

R             
 

 

(18)   The diachronic change from trapped TR# in OCz to syllabic TR# in MCz follows a 

universal implicational scale proposed by Cyran (2010):  

full nucleus > final empty nucleus (FEN) > internal empty nucleus 

 FEN have lost the ability to license BrO      

 a. trapped TR# (OCz) b. syllabic TR# (MCz)   

 C V C V    C V C V          

                     

 T < R     T < R           

     Lic       Lic         
 

 

 

(19)   Cyran’s implicational scale predicts that not only FEN but also internal empty nuclei 

have lost a licensing power. 

 The prediction is met: neither of OCz trapped TRT survived to MCz  

 OCz (krve)σ = trapped krv# vs. MCz (kr)σ(vi)σ = syllabic krv#  
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 a. Legenda o Svaté Kateřině (1484, octosyllabic verse) 

změnivše(σσσ), však(σ) krve(σ) nezbyvše(σσ)  | ale(σσ) krásu(σσ) svú(σ) pokryvše(σσσ) 

changed         but      blood   not-lost        | but     beauty    her    covered 

 b. K. J. Erben: Vodník (mid 19
th

 century, octosyllabic verse) 

dvě(σ) věci(σσ) tu(σ)  v   krvi(σσ) leží(σσ)  | mráz(σ) po(σ) těle(σσ) hrůzou(σσ) běží(σσ) 

two    things  here  in blood   lie       | frost     on    body   dread        runs  

 

4.1 Nsg vs. Gpl 

 

(20)  Trapped TR# changed in two ways: 

 Nsg > syllabic TR# 

 Gpl > epenthesis TeR# 

 Nsg        

CS OCz MCz  CS OCz MCz  

bratrъ (bratr)σ (bra)σ(tr)σ ‘brother’ sestrъ (sestr)σ sester ‘sister’ 

bobrъ (bobr)σ (bo)σ(br)σ ‘beaver’ žebrъ (žebr)σ žeber ‘rib’ 

myslь (mysl)σ (my)σ(sl)σ ‘mind’ modlъ (modl)σ model ‘idol’ 
 

 

(21)  The phonological exponent of Gpl is such that it prevented word-final trapped R to 

branch, hence they couldn’t  become syllabic (see Ziková 2013).   

 

5. TR# in OCz: A corpus-based study 

 

(22)  We explored three morphological contexts, where the TR is followed by a zero ending: 

 Nsg of nouns (bobr ‘beaver’) 

 Nsg of short masculine adjectives (dobr ‘good’) 

 Gpl of nouns (žebr ‘rib’) 

(23)  Electronic sources: 

 Seven dictionaries of OCz and corpus of OCz texts included in Vokabulář Webový  

 VW is a web portal for diachronic Czech studies created by the Institute of Czech 

Language of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic 

(http://vokabular.ujc.cas.cz) 

 The corpus of OCz texts (Staročeská textová banka, StčTB) contains texts of various 

genres, dating from the beginning of the 14
th

 century to the mid if the 16
th

 century.           

 

(24)  Data mining: 

 Since the StčTB is not morphologically tagged, we used regular expressions: 

.*[pbfvtdszcčšžťďkgh][rlmnň]   

 The obtained word lists were further cleaned by removing: 

(i) loans (typically form German, e.g. krapl ‘donut’) whose status is unclear – 

nobody knows whether they were not borrowed after the process of trapped R 

elimination has been completed around the mid of the 16
th

 century 

(ii) proper nouns (e.g. Cekl), because of their special phonology  

 In sum, the set of words that appeared secure to us and which we took into account 

are: 

(i) those that have a Common Slavic origin (e.g. bratrъ ‘brother’), see Kopečný 

(1981)   

(ii) those whose trapped character was testified in verse (e.g. mistr ‘master’) 

(iii) those that are listed in the Klaret Glossary from the end of the 14
th

 century (e.g. 

zduhl ‘crystal’) 

http://vokabular.ujc.cas.cz/
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5.1 Nsg of nouns 

 

 

(25)   Total numbers of attested clusters in Nsg   

  p b f v t d s z c 

[ʦ] 

č 

[ʧ] 

š 

[ʃ] 

ž 

[ʒ] 

ť 

[c] 

ď 

[ɟ] 

k g ch 

[x] 

h 

r 3 6   8 3         3  (2) 1 

l     3 3 2 2   (1)    1  (1) 3 

m      1 2            

n/ň     (1) 1 1 7 21  1  (2)   (1)    
 

 

(26)  Reading the table: 

 Only 26 out of 72 possible T+R combinations are instantiated in the dictionaries. 

 Parentheses indicate variation: oč[r̩(v)n] ‘chalcedony’; okr[ʃ(e)l] ‘district’; 

drá[ʒ(e)n] ‘irritation’; tie[s(ke)n] ‘oppression’; vi[x(e)r] ‘windstorm’; pu[x(e)r] 

‘blister’; če[x(e)l] ‘shroud’ 

 The number of attested clusters ranges from 21 (zn/ň#, e.g. blázn ‘lunatic’, bázň 

‘fear’, trýzn ‘suffering’ etc.) to one word (e.g. o[sm] ‘eight’).  

 

5.2 Nsg of short masculine adjectives 

 

(27)   In the dictionaries, adjectives are lemmatized under Nsg masculine long forms 

(marked by a suffix -ý [iː]). 

 We thus first created a list of all lexical items ending in TR-ý (i.e. teplý ‘warm’, 

kyprý ‘lively’...). 

 In a next step, the corresponding short forms marked by a zero suffix, hence ending 

actually in TR#, were searched in the StčTB (i.e. tepl, kypr ...).  

 

(28)   Total numbers of attested clusters in adjectives   

  p b f v t d s z c č š ž ť ď k g ch h 

r  1   2 3         1    

l      1             

m                   

n/ň                    
 

 

(29)  Reading the table: 

The small number of attested items (only 5 out of 72 possible T+R combinations are 

instantiated in the OCz corpus) is caused by two things: 

(i) short adjective forms occur only in predicative position (as opposed to long forms 

which occur also pre-nominally) 

(ii) adjectives ending in Tn-ý are all derived by the suffix -n which was yer-initial in 

Common Slavic, hence their short forms show regular vocalization (e.g. rov-n-ý, 

rov-en-Ø ‘similar’, dluž-n-ý, dluž-en-Ø ‘proper’).       
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5.3 Gpl of nouns 

 

(30)   By identifying Gpl forms, we proceeded the same way as in adjectives.  

 We first created a list of lexical items ending in TR-a/o (for feminines such as sestra 

‘sister’ and neuters such as kúzlo ‘illusion’) and TR-y (for pluralia tantum such as 

vidly ‘pitchfork’). 

 In a next step, the corresponding Gpl forms marked by a zero suffix, hence ending 

actually in TR, were searched in the StčTB (i.e. sestr, kúzl, vidl ...).  

 

(31)   Total numbers of attested clusters in Gpl   

  p b f v t d s z c č š ž ť ď k g ch h 

r  1   4 4         1    

l     1 9 4 1           

m                   

n/ň                    
 

 

(32)  Reading the table: 

The relatively small number of attested items in comparison with Nsg (only 8 out of 72 

possible T+R combinations are instantiated in the StčTB) can be explained by the fact 

that Gpl is generally a less frequent case than Nsg. 

 

 

 

5.4 Summary 

 

(33)   Total numbers of attested clusters in all three morphological contexts    

  p b f v t d s z c č š ž ť ď k g ch h  

r 3 8   14 10         5  (2) 1  

l     4 13 6 3   (1)    1  (1) 3  

m      1 2             

n/ň     (1) 1 1 7 21  1  (2)   (1)     
 

 

 

6. Observations and generalizations  

 

(34)  Observation 1  

Certain types of obstruents are totally absent from TR# or their clusters show variation.         
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 Generalizations   

(i) labiodentals [f v]  

- OCz [f] has no CS ancestor, it appears only in loans, e.g. kafr (from MHG gaffer).  

- the only one item with [v] on record shows variation: oč[r̩(v)n], [v] isn’t a trueborn 

obstruent              

 

(ii) postalveolars [ʦ ʧ ʃ ʒ] and palatals [c ɟ]  

- diachronically, they arise only through palatalization before front vowels           

 

(iii) velars [g x]     

- All CS [g] change to [h] in OCz and this change was completed in the beginning of the 

13
th

 century (e.g. CS mogl > OCz mohl ‘he could’). All instances of [g] are thus later 

loans (mainly from German), e.g. švagr (from MHG swager). 

- All three items with [x] appear in both vocalized and non-vocalized versions: vi[x(e)r] 

‘windstorm’; pu[x(e)r] ‘blister’; če[x(e)l] ‘shroud’. However, in the corpus of OCz texts 

we found many instances of masculine past tense forms in which the suffix -l is attached 

to [x]-final roots, e.g. use[xl] ‘he became dry’, vde[xl] ‘he inhaled’ or ohle[xl] ‘he 

became deaf’. This indicates that [x] can be a proper member of BrO.     

 

(35)  Observation 2  

Labials [p b] behave complementary to alveolars [s z]: the former combine only with 

[r], the latter with sonorants other than [r].                  

 Generalizations 
- Since p/bl# occur in past tense forms (in the StčTB we found items like uští[pl] ‘he 

nipped off’, pohře[bl] ‘he burried’ or vysku[bl] ‘he pulled out’), their absence in Nsg and 

Gpl is an accidental gap. 

- The pattern with alveolars is found also in languages that restrict word-initial clusters 

to #TR which are always BrO: in English only loans like Sri Lanka show sr, while there 

many #sl items, e.g. slang, slash, sleep etc. This fact together with an observation that 

OCz, which doesn’t restrict initial clusters to TR, has words like [sr]áč ‘toilet’ or [zr]ada 

‘betrayal’ indicates that s/zr cannot qualify for BrO: #s/zr are not BrO, but O-O 

sequences.             

 

(36)  Observation 3 
Clusters with nasals are less frequent than clusters with liquids.                   

 Generalization 

In this OCz follows a wide-spread pattern.  

 

(37)  Observation 4 

t/dl# belong to the most frequent clusters.       

 Generalization 

In this OCz behaves in opposition to languages like German, English or Spanish in 

which word-initial clusters are restricted to BrO and #t/dl are totally missing. This 

suggests that t/dl may not be denied BrO status universally.  
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7. Conclusions 

 

(38)   We sketched the situation of BrO in OCz by looking at word-final trapped TR 

clusters extracted from the dictionaries of OCz and the corpus of OCz texts, which 

we argue are a valid diagnostic for characterizing what a good BrO is. 

 We tried to identify which of the missing TR# can be systematic gaps (the shadowed 

cells in table (33)).    
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